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FOURTH SEMESTER B.TECH. (ENGINEERING) [14 SCHEME] DEGREE 

EXAMINATION, APRIL 2016 


CSIIT 14 404-0BJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING IN JAVA 


Time: Three HI ur' 

Part A 

1. What ar "ojects and clas es with example? 

2. Define lx-teption with example. 

3 . Explain ahout dynamic binding. 

4 . Compar Abstract classes and Interface. 

5 . Deseribt about the lnterthread communication. 

6. Define . hou t thread priority with example. 

7. Discuss ahout Advanced connection management. 

8. Explain I emote method Invocation. 

9. Discuss about the fnatures of multit.hread d programming in Java. 

10. Write r t note~ on interfaces in Java. 

Part B 

Maximum: 100 Marks 

(8 x 5 = 40 marks) 

11. Explai- I ricily about the object oriented concepts with neat diagram. 

Or 

12 . Differ n tlUtc String clu!os and String Buffer class with explanation of It.S Ilwthods. 


13 Writ.e I applet t.hat contain three button OK, CANe EL and HELP and one Lexttield. If OK is
L 

pre5SC{ hown un the stat us uar-"OK is pressed" and the tm.t field hould turn reel. When CANCEL 

IS pre!> 'Ii-shown un the status bar-"CANCEL is pressed" and text field should turn green. 

WIlen 1 ELP is pressed shown on the status bar-"HELP is pressed" and the text field should turn 

yellow 

0,. 

4. Explalll the working of abstract classes with an example. 
Turn over 
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15. How is fi le management done in Java? Give an example. 

Or 

16. Explain the following with examples: (i) Thread synchronization; (ii) Creating thread. 

17. Write short notes on Design of JDBC and SQL. 

Or 

18. What is Remote Method Invocation? Explain with example. 

(4 x 15 = 60 marks) 
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FOURTH SEMESTER B.TECH. (ENGINEERING) [14 SCHEME] DEGREE 

EXAMINATION, APRIL 2016 


CSIIT 14 405-SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 


Time: Three HOUf5 Maximum : 100 Marks 


Part A 

1. Explain v.mous databases required in design of twO pass assembler. 

2. Explain use of Following Instructions : 

(i) USING (ii) START ; (iii) DC ; and (iv) DS. 

3. List out and explain any 5 basic functions used while designing the loader. 

4. Define Lo der and explain different types ofloaders. 

5 . What do ) OU mean by macro? list out any 4 macro calls. 

6 . List out any 4 machine dependent macro processor feature. 

7 . . State the di fference between parallel systems and distributed systems. 

8. Explain the storage hierarchy with neat diagram. 

9. Write short notes on RISC machines. 

10 . 	 What is meant by absolute loader? 

(8 x 5 =40 marks) 

Part B 

11 . 	 Explain g "neral Design of the assembler. 

Or 

12. 	 Explain \ anous databases required in design of two pass assembler . Also write notes on AIX 
Assembl 

13 . 	 Explain the general Design of the loader. 

Or 

14 . 	 Write detalled notes on different types ofloader. 

15 . 	 Discuss about the structure of macro definition table (MDT) and argument list array (ALA) with 
the help (f example. 

Or 

16. 	 Explain general design of the macro processor. 

17 . 	 With neat diagram, explain operating System structure. 

Or 

18. Explain t he concept of batch processing, multiprogramming and time-sharing in detail with relevant 
examples 

(4 )( 15 =60 marks) 
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FOURTH SEMESTER B.TECH. (ENGINEERING) [14 SCHEME] DEGREE 
EXAMINATION, APRIL 2016 

CSIIT 14 403-DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS 

Time : Three Hours Maximum : 100 Marks 

Part A 

1, Describ the use of sparse matrices. 

2 . 	 Explain time and space complexity of algorithm . 

3. 	 What is a Queue? Explain its operatIons with xample. 

4, 	 Write th . algorithm for converting infix expression to postftx expression. 

5. 	 Differentiate between DFS and BFS, 

6. 	 Write th ~ recursive tree traversal algorithm for in order. pre order and post order traversals. 

7. 	 Write a short note on A VL trees . 

8. 	 Sort the following numbers using Merge sort procedure and discuss the time omplexity and space 

compleXIty oftms Algorithm. 

34, 67,23,45,87,54,8,10,60 

9. 	 Briefly explain the various Hashing techniques. 

10. Explain the working of sequential search with an example. 

(8 x 5 = 40 marks) 

Part B 

11. How can the complexity ofalgorithms be evaluated for different algoritluns? Explain with examples 

Or 

12. What is Recursion? Explain recursive ~lgorithms with example . 

13. Give the prefLX and postfix form of the following given expression. 

(i) A - B*C - D)/(E + F) 

(ii) (A + B)*C - (0 - E)I\(F + G» 

(iii) A + B*(C - D)IP 

Or 
Turn over 
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14. Write the llgorithm for converting infix expression to postfix expression. onvert the following 

Infix Expression to postfix using stack. «A - (B + C))*D) + $(E + F). 

15. 	 State and >xplain Dijkstra's algorithm with example 

Or 

16. 	 What IS b n ary earch tree? Construct a binary search tree by inserting the following data 

sequentially 

4" J 2, 70, 67, 21, 85,92, 40 

17. 	 Sort the following numbers using Quick sort procedure and discuss the time complexity and space 
comple:il~ (.[ this Algorithm. 

4' . 12, -8, 98, 67, 83, OR, 104, 07 

Or 

18. 	 Explain tl e Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort and External Sort with examples. 

(4 x 15 =60 marks) 
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